FactionTCshSSvErepDlit: merge
At its 1969 National Convention in Chicago last month, Students for
a Democratic Society effectively split into two organizations. This
formalized a division which had existed in practice for a number of
months and, in some places, years. To understand why this division
resulted in a split, we must look at tensions even deeper than the
articulated political differences between the factions. To understand
how it happened, we must look at the constellation of forces leading up
to the Convention itself.
largest tightly knit group outside
Absurd as much of the of WSA, and the Columbia
convention turned out to be, the chapter were united around their
split did reflect genuine political support of Mark Rudd for
differences. The two major trends National Secretary and the
are represented by the Progressive
Party (PL) and the

Labor

Revolutionary Youth Movement
group (RYM).
The Progressive Labor Party
had organized intensively in SDS,
and its affiliate, the

Worker-Student Alliance Caucus,

had

H
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grown tremendously.

PL-WSA, whose strength at the

convention was proportionately

far greater than its nationwide
support among chapter members,
had been mobilizing people for
the convention for at least a
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month by telling them that the
National Office of SDS was
planning to expel PI or WSA. As
soon as the convention began and
factions could be identified by
their applause, it became clear
that the largest of them was
PL-WSA, probably constituting

30-40%

alwing dsrupte
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The existing and proposed Federal laws governing termination of Federal funds to students and/or
institutions of higher education involved in disorders were examined and criticized by Rev. Robert Drinan,
SJ., Dean of the Boston College Law School, before the Practicing Law Institute conference on"The
Campus Crisis" held Friday and Saturday at the Law School.
The conference examined the
constructive use of the law in
relation to legitimate educational
issues and the use of the law in
the institutional setting of student
rights, racial crisis, and
administrative and trustee
responsibility.

1. Do these laws violate the
This tactic was elaborated by
basic Due Process Clause of the Ray Lucas, another participant at
Constitution since they provide the conference, who is legal
for the termination of assistance counsel for the NSA. Lucas stated
without the benifit of notice and that injunctions and other legal

hearing?
2. Are these laws so vague and
indefinite that they fail to furnish
reasonable standars to those who
The conference presented a either seek to conform to them or
panel with a college president, a to administer these laws.
campus planner, law students, and 3. These laws invidiously
attorneys who have represented
discriminate against the poor in
students, faculty, members, or that the indigent student, who is
administrative officals.
dependent upon Federal
Fr. Drinan quoted a National assistance would be in effect
Student Association lawsuit filed expelled from school by the
in April challenging the legislatively required withdrawal
constitutionality of the laws, that of financial assistance. 4. Is the
contended that the word two-year mandatory forfeiture of
"disruptive" in the laws could be benefits constitutionally
broadly interpreted to stifle most permissible by reason of conduct
campus dissent.
which was not criminal and which
"It would seem therefore," he in certain cases may not even have
said, "that many substantial been proscribed by any rules or
questions of the wisdom and regulations of the college or
advisability of these laws must be university which the particular
confronted by Federal Officals, student attends? 5. Is the
university authorities, and by failure to provide for an appellate
student groups."
review of the determinationmade
by the interested institution of
In an interview with The higher learningconsistent with the
Heights, Fr. Drinan stated that 40 Due Process Clause of the
to 50 bills are now proposed, and Constitution? 6. Is it
that they now deal with moving constitutional to require that the
against the institutions of higher student to a hearing in regard to
education themselves.
the cancellation of his Federal
He stated that "This is the first
benefits if the hearing is to be
time where the Federal conducted by the very college or
government has interfered in the university whose regulations the
inner life of the nation's colleges." students has allegedly violated?
In his address to the
Fr. Drinan also added that he
conference, the nationally known has criticized the use of court
legal scholar presented several injunctions by college
objections and considerations administrators, a tactic employed
concerning the constitutionality at Columbia and Dartmouth,
of these current laws; along with because it can backfire, with the
the following constitutional issues students seeking injunctions
against the administration.
that thelaws raise:

weapons are now to be employed
by students groups to challenge
administration and trustee actions
as well as campus rules and
policies governing student action.
"Colleges have attorneys, why
shouldn't students?" asked Lucas.

of

the convention,

resolution which he co-authored:
"You don't need a weatherman to
know which way the wind
blows." The other major faction
supported Mike Kionsky's new
resolution "RYM II" and his
choice of successor, Bob Avakian
of the Bay Area Revolutionary
Union. Although RYM had much
less organized support than WSA's
600-700, they could expect to
pick up most of the independants
and might win the elections.
It would be incorrect to say
that communication between the
factions broke down during the
convention?it simply never
began. From the opening debate
on agenda everything that came
up was battled out through
applause and chanting. The first
major speech? Mike Klonsky on
racism? was little more than a
broadside on PL and started a
series of attacks and
counter-attacks. Perhaps the
highlight of the first day was the
first time the Ohio-Michigan
group began to chant "Mao, Mao,
Mao tse-Tung" and waved their

perhaps even a majority. There
appeared to be no question of
PL's expulsion by parliamentary
means, since a change in the
Constitution would have required
a two-thirds vote. A major
question was whether WSA would little red books.
gain control of the National
Panther spokesman Jewel Cook
Office with the tremendous charged that PL had deviated
turnout they had gotten from from Marx ism-Leninism and
Boston and San Francisco areas. demanded that they change their
PL's major organized position on revolutionary
opposition was the Revolutionary nationalism (PL considers all
Youth Movement (which took its nationalism reactionary) or else be
name from a proposal written by considered "counter-revolutionary
National Secretary Mike Klonsky traitors."
and passed at the December Ann
The points raised were similar
Arbor National Council). By this to those mentioned by Columbia
time, however, RYM had split SDS members attempting to gain
into two factions. The support for the expulsion of PL
Ohio-Michigan collective which earlier in the day. It is impossible
with 150-200 members was the to say if the actual events of the
split were planned and, if so, how
far in advance, but it would seem
that if significant planning was
involved, the whole thing would
have been carried off much more
smoothly. Cook concluded by
quoting a telephone conversation
Prof. Gary Brazier, who will fill with Bobby Scale, Chariman of
the new position, hoped that he the Panthers, in which he called
could make more evident the PL "Leon Trotsky reborn."
The Panthers then left amid
distinction in the dormitory life
bedlam
for the second day in a
discipline
housing
between
and

BPraozRieft.DbsdcnmLife

It has been recently announced
through the Office of Student
Affairs that in the coming year
Prof. Gary Brazier of the Political
Science Dept. will become
Director of Resident Life.
Dr. James Mclntyre,
Vice-president for Student
Affairs, announced that in a
meeting last Monday attended by
the Deans of Students of thefour
undergraduate colleges, it was
decided that there is a great need
for a faculty coordinator for
resident students on the Boston

College campus.
Dr. Mclntyre related that the
position was created in order to
make more meaningful to the
students the educational
experience inherent in resident
living.

In the meeting, it was also
decided that because of the social
and emotionaldevelopmentof the
students that was present, it
seemed more appropriate to have
an educator (as opposed to an
administrator) function in this
new position.

row. PL demanded a rebuttal and
concerns.
Prof. Brazier, who will retain Jeff Gordon said that in fact PL
his teaching duties, pointed out was for self-determination in
that the. dormitory students Vietnam in the only meaningful
should be able to make their own way ?they demanded the
rules and sanctions while he immediate withdrawal of all
hoped to involve the
Administration to a greater extent
in the areas of physical housing

concerns.

American troops. (Not mentioned
was their claim of a
Washington-Moscow-Hanoi axis
which is selling out the
Vietnamese struggle.)
Furthermore they thought that

Some of the physical problems
that must be faced are those of
off-campus freshman, the dorms the Panthers had raised the level
on South Street, and an extension of class struggle in America, and
of the House System on the upper so only criticized them in a
fraternal manner.
campus.
The idea that the convention
As of now, both Prof. Brazier
and Dr. Mclntyre point out, the might serve as a forum in which
plans are tentative and no definite people might synthesize ideas
structure for the position has been from numerous sources was by
set up. Both maintain, however, now shattered. Mark Rudd moved
that the main duty of the director to adjourn since he believed that
will be to provide for continuing nothing could be done in the hall
opportunities for educational at that time. This proposal was
(continued on p. 4)
experiencesin resident living.
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Pioneering in the study of the

Times for all the films is 9:30
A.M. A bit early for a date, but at
these prices, they can't be beat.
Students of the course,
concentrating their study on film
of the period, 1955-68, will
1191-291).
Mr. Reboli, S.J., who studied consider three areas of this mode
film at Boston University of mass communications. They
given class now leave. Weston Jenks, Director of Graduate School of Public are studing a history of the major
Sciences, is concerned not only about these but Communications (last year), sees directors, films, developments,
about the "extremely large number of B.C. students as a purpose of his course that his etc. of this era.
Then they analyse according to
who remain and who gain only an imperfect, and students will "see how film has
entered a 'New' phase in the last methods which they learn in
limited college experience. They acquire no sense of twenty years, and how this is lecture and discussion, the eight
community," says Jenks, "and having drifted into
expressed in terms of technique major films which they will be
college, they develop an entire life-style of drifting. and subject matter."
seeing. Finally, they consider the
Ten students, most of them major film theories of this
As a result, most of them are just plain unhappy."
graduate students, are enrolled in period. These areas are covered
If the college experience is indeed imperfect and
the film course. They meet in a simultaneously.
limited, it seems clear that the college itself is very seminar fashion.
Two books are serving as the
much to blame. The writers of the Hazen report
In all, the students will study major source of current literature
have discovered that. And any B.C. student who has eight films which vary from the on film comment for the students,
had his idealism shattered by a professor who states Orson Welles sort to American FILM-AN ANTHOLOGY, edited
experimental. Mr. Reboli by Daniel Talbot, and FILM: A
in a somewhat arrogant but all too clearly bored
emphasized that the film showings MONTAGE OF THEORIES,
tone of voice that his field of interest is just a game, are open to anyone interested at
edited by Richard Dyer MacCann.
who has had his own self-image shattered by an no charge and no commercial Mr. John Reboli, S.J. explains
abrupt notice of failure in organic chemistry interruption. All the films will be that these books "cover most
(simply because B.C. can only place a limited shown in Room 1 in the basement major critical writing on film in
Hall.
the modern period."
number of students in medical schools) or its many of Campion
The July 9 film is SHOOT THE
"Basically," he added, "the
analogues throughout the campus, or who has, early PIANO PLAYER by Francois purpose
of this course is to
in his career met an apparently impenetrable Truffaut
provide the student with a better
professional indifference to his own needs and
Fellini's famous flick, 8 1/2 understanding of what is going on
in modern film."
aspirations among members of the faculty, can willplay on July 15.
A Joseph Losey production
"I plan to give an exam at the
substantiate this simple fact.
ACCIDENT is scheduled for July end of the course which hopefully
The university, if only because it deals with
18.
will be a synthesis of students
matters of meaning and creativity, should exist as a
French flic fans might want to views on film based on the
strong and vibrant subculture whose rewards to its take in MASCULIN-FEMININ lectures, class discussions, books
members in terms of personal development are by none other than Jean-Luc films seen and so on."
He said that there are no film
practically irresistable. In reality it appears to exist Godart on July 23.
The final film is a product of making courses now in operation
as an institution which offers to its undergraduate the American Underground. It is at B.C. but that in September B.C.
population rewards of dubious value and narrow called DAVID HOZMAN'SDIARY. will have its very own
scope.
It can be seen on July 28.
filmmaker-in-residence.

reconsid bauaOTbnivherserty anana?

"The more perceptive students soon come to the
conclusion that their personalities and expectations
are of little concern to the college. What is
important is that the students behave as required so
that the college can achieve its own goals of survival
and expansion, and the primacy of these goals
means that the education of the students has rather
low priority."
The above is the picture of the American
university presented by the report, THE STUDENT
IN HIGHER EDUCATION, prepared for the Hazen
Foundation by a committee of ten educators and
psychologists. It remains, a year and one-half after
its publication, an incisive and articulate critique of
the ineptitude of the university in dealing with the
problems of its undergraduates. Clearly, any
university which occupies itself with its own public
image: mean college board scores, prestigious
faculty (Complete with the requisite light teaching
load, high salary, and coterie of promising and
docile graduate students), and volume of
scholarship (often quite worthless), cannot begin to
address itself to the developmental education of its
undergraduate student body. The result of all this is
what the committe terms a "push-out", a student
who, having entered the university with
considerable generosity, idealism, and openness, is
faced with a narrowing experience and told to like
it or leave. He frequently leaves and, if he remains,
the freshman year has most likely killed his interest
in what is to follow.
At Boston College about twenty percent of a

on ampus
FilmC
mass media at Boston College is
Mr. John Reboli, S.J., who is
conducting the course Main Currents In Moaern Film (s Ed
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listening to Dr. Mary increase sourses for the evening, have movies and
Kinnane, dean of the summer undergraduates in the evening."
socials, each three times a week.
session, describe the way the
We really don't have that much
"The Germanic Studies
session works, everything that Department, for example, has all activity on campus and the snack
happens here seems so fitting and of its courses in the evening bar closes at three, becuase
thought of in advance.
except Prof. Szoverffy. They have "Boston is ten minutes away by
There were 21 workshops and all drawn well. And we have MTA."
institutes last summer with found that we are attracting
Dr. Kinnane explained the
theologians, Mircea Eliade and undergraduate students here for special program for the summer in
Bernard Lonergan, featured. That enrichment and acceleration."
more depth and said, "We opened
was because, "We emphasized
Aside from different emphasis, last Wednesday with a Mass of the
institutes and workshops last the summer session has a Holy Spirit in which all student
summer," she said.
Windjammer Cruise, July Bth, clerics were invited to
This summer there are 19 tennis tournaments, movies once a concelebrate. St. Joe's is packed
institutes, workshops and week, transportation to the shore with residents for Saturday's
conferences and there is no one and Tanglewood, and socials.
Midnight Mass, held over from the
presented as well-known as Eliade
Across town one summer regular session."
or Lonergan. That's because this session includes plays on campus,
"We have theatre parties but
year, "We decided to increase and others have been known to the idea is to let everyone know
courses in social sciences and leave snack bars open till late in they must take their own

In

initiative with all the things in
like the Esplanade
concerts. All we do is bring them
to their attention. Increasingly,
buses are arranged to take people
to Gloucester, Tanglewood, the
Cape, and Salve Regina.
"On Friday nights we have
socials, communal socials. They
are free to entertain themselves
with singing or just chatting. It's
followed by refreshments."
Well, that's very good. But the
possiblities are limitless. Rutgers'
University, for example, runs its
films three times a week. On
Tuesday's and Thursday's new
features and Sunday's old flic's
are shown?each week a different
comic-Chaplin, Fields, etc. And

Boston,

.

Loeb Drama's at Harvard.
(Continued next week)
ByPouncy
Hilard
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Isadora (currently paying at
the Cheri I as The Loves of
Isadora) is an exquisite film, an
incredibly beautiful film, filled

with wit, vivacity, and grace, spirit
and elegance. Instead of an
objective biography of Isadora
Duncan, the film is a visual record
of her memories as she compiles
her memoirs in the lazy summer
of 1927 during the last tortured
days of her life. The film is
slanted towards these memories,
and the result is a visual
subjectivity every bit as beautiful
as the life Isadora imagined and
tried to live.
The film is beautiful because

Isadora's view of life was as
something beautiful. Her
simplistic, idealistic, and

wondorous view is expressed as
freely as she lived in a film with
neither spatial or time limitaitons.
It weaves, it spirals from present
to past, from real to imagined,
from objective to subjective in a
style to which most Americans
will not be accustomed. The film
is a total visual whole, possessed
of a compact, visual unity.
Nothing is said that can be better
shown, nothing is showed
objectively that cannot be better

shown subjectively. Isadora's first
sexual encounter is interspliced
with a choreographed, symbolic
love act by Isadora. Her
enchantment with the Greek
ideals of form and rythmn is
expressed by a brief sequence of
herself, in slow motion, soft focus
running in Greek costume through
the Parthenon. And out of all this
comes a remarkable sense of
unity, of literal wholeness. Out if
it comes a sense of participation
as one shares the thoughts of
Isadora, her experiences, her joys.
The throat and the heart is
grasped by a spirit that comes
leaping from the screen like a

that the whole sequence is saved

from the sugared pathos it might
have evoked and transferred into a
higher realm. It is all that good
editing should be, and it is so

easily recognizable as good
editing.
And then there is Vanessa
Redgrave. This is unquestionably
her finest acting to date. Out of
nothing (once again the senario is
at fault) she has created a
character, has evoked a
personality that is real and true,
and successfully portrays this
personality through lithe
youthfullness and slothful middle
age.
In the roles of the co-stars,
flame.
James Fox and Jason Robards (of
The film is often marred by a all people!!) are depthless and
bad script, but technicians and cliched, and Ivan Tchenko is just
actors (under the precise direction plain bad. Maurice Jarre's music is
of Karel Reisz (Morgan)) , are able a wretched imitation of his even
to save the film. Tom Priestly's more wretched Zhivago score, and
editing is a masterwork. His the script is too overly
manipulation of time sequences, romanticised and soap-operaish.
his juxtaposition of scenes and ("To dance is to live," says
angles all act like the notes of a Isadora.)
But the sets are magnificent,
symphonic score, or, rather, the
coded movements of a dancer. Redgrave is beautiful, and there is
The progression of events leading so much good in this film that the
to the death of her children is incidental bad can go unnoticed.
handled so subtly in the cutting Enclosed within the subjective,

-

visual stream of conciousness as a effortless, color handled so well,
progression, a story with a linear and the seperate parts of
pattern, and ending is logical, filmmaking brought together with
evocative of all that has gone such completeness. Seldom is one
previously.
so ready to admit that beauty and
This is not a film to be seen. truth are one, and the highest
This is a film to be experienced. aspiration of man is the
Seldom is communication so achievement of both as a oneness.
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"It is as though he?and we?were
experiencing music for the first
time: and the sensation is strange
and enlivening, especially for
those who belong to a world
grown old."

The Continental Harmony, The Gregg
Smith Singers Perform Music of
William Billings, Produced by John
McClure, Columbia Masterworks, MS
72227.

William Billings, born in
Boston, Massachusetts, saw the

Revolution come down his street
at thirty years of age. During
those years Tremain spilt silver on
his hand and welded his fingers
together. During those years
George Washington sat with
Adams all night(how could he
sleep?) and rode a horse out by
way of a shortcut before dawn.
During those years America was a
poem on the pen of William
Blake, a Vision, and only making
its way between the snug pages of
the dictionary. During those
years, William Billings wrote
music.
His music is as primitive as the

country he lived in, as direct as

the trade Billings worked at,
tanning. In an age of decibles and
discord Billings' music seems
simple and naive. It is. As much so
as the thirteen precariously
United States. As full of
personality and character as well It
is pure in the way that Gregorian
is, sung formally to no
accompaniment. It is strong in the
way that Picasso is, painted
loudly,with a muscle.

Billings himself was described
by a fellow countryman as 'a
singular man, of moderate size,
short of one leg, with one eye,
without any address, and with an
uncommon negligence of
character. Still, he spake and sang
and thought as man above the
common abilities.' Devoid of all
but the most sparse musical
education, Billings proclaimed
that he obeyed no man's Rules for
composition, "...neither should I
think(were I to pretend to lay
down Rules) that any who came
after me were any ways obligated

Let

it

be performed in

the

all but a formal difference. A
hearty cordiality, the kind that
must have of necessity imbibed
the cowering haven of early
Boston, energizes 'A Virgin
Unspotted' which holds aloft an
been without grease, squeak the ale mug saying 'let us be merry/
to adhere to them, any further treble; and if the concert should put sorrow away/ For Jesus our
than they should think proper; so, appear to be too feeble, you may Savior/ was born on this day.'
in fact, I think it best for every add the cracking of a crow, the
The freedom and strength of
Composer to be his own Carver." howling of a dog, the squalling of the first composer of American
This physically incomplete a cat, and what would grace the music are conveyed as faithfully
wanderer curiously enough concert yet more, would be the as the imagination could desire by
produced some of the most rubbing of a wet finger upon a the Gregg Smith singers in this
harmonious and almost infantile window glass. This last mentioned excellent, but all too rare chance
music ever written. His material instrument no sooner salutes the for all of us to experiencewhat is
was constatly under attack for its drum of the ear, but it instantly the true beginning of American
lack of even the most simple conveys the sensation to the art. Perhaps the suggestion to let
discords. In response to this teeth."
Francis Scott Key to step aside
mounting disenchantment Billings
Billings woke the next day to for a century or two is implausible
published a song, "Jargon", which
find two cats hanging on the sign, only due to the inability of most
is on the current recording, and
BILLINGS MUSIC, that hung 'Americans' to vocalize beyond
with the song a manifesto to the outside
the sound of rockets' red glare,
his door.
"Goddess of Discord" that reads
bombs in the air, and flags flying
in part:
The songs on the album are the while. Should anyone be
'In order to do this piece both of a religious and secular listening .though, Billings
justice, the concert must be made nature, but the frivolous air which 'Creation' would do very nicely
of vocal and instrumental music. pervades both types alike dissolves indeed.

following manner, viz., Let an Ass
bray the bass, let the filing of a
saw carry the tenor, let a hog who
is extremely weak squeal the
counter, and let a wheel which is
heavy-loaded, and that has long

.BaoxntedhTNheyw'vSea
In astrological circles the 'Age

of Aquarius' is being ushered in.
In Boston, the summer of the

aquarium has just begun. Last
week, Boston officially opened a
new multi-milliondollar aquarium
on Central Wharf off Atlantic
Avenue. The new aquarium,
however, is not yet complete
because the main attraction, i.e.,
the large tanks in which the water
shows are given, will not be
installed for another year.
The planners of the aquarium
have striven to reproduce almost
exactly the natural habitat of each
species of fish. These different
underwater settings seemed, to me
at least, as interesting as the fish
contained in them. The
architecture is fairly traditional
and subtly imaginative, giving the

building a slightly odd
appearance. An embelishment
with which most Bostonians are
already familiar is the MBTA
Aquarium stop on the Airport line,
with its black and white fish
paintings on the walls. The biggest
disadvantage of the aquarium is
the $1.50 admission charge which
is sure to follow the path of the
Museum of Fine Arts in a
constant escalation of that fee.
There is an insurance company
in Hartford that has a blue-green
plexiglass building which looks
like a fish from Route
95(Interstate). Conversely, the
Boston Aquarium looks like a
box. It is a sad state of affairs
when fish live in boxes and
insurance men, thinking they are
Jonases, I guess, live in fish.
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"Diversity, informality, and availability is our slogan you might say," remarked B.C.'s Californian summer
Jesuit chaplain, Fr. John Hamilton, S.J., in his reflections on the new look of the chaplain's office this year.
"We would like to be sort of a increase to $3100 from the
"We had a penance service last
subtle influence, not a crass University of Minnesota. He will week which turned out very well,
presence on the campus," he said. be working for a Doctorate in and we plan on having more of
Three recently ordained Jesuits Classics and religious studies.
those this summer. The Saturday
Born and bred in the midnight liturgy will continue.
share the chaplain work, Frs.
Kevin O'Connell, John Hamilton, conservative communes of There will be a folk group at every
and Don Sherpenski. This is in Southern California, Fr. midnight mass, and the celebrant
contrast to last year's system Hamilton, liberalized by his will be different each week. This
where B.C. had a head chaplain exposure in the East, returned to Saturday, Fr. Joseph van Beeck
and an assistant, with the head Hollywood to celebrate his first will preside over the liturgy."
chaplain calling all the shots.
mass, and is a refreshing addition
This will be the Dutch Jesuit's
Fr. O'Connell more or less to the summer campus.
last
celebration of the midnight
coordinates everything but he
Boston College has its first
liturgy at least for the summer.
emphasizes that everyone "shares Ph.D. (from Harvard no less)
van Beeck will be studying
chaplain in the person of Fr. Fr.
the work without any distinction
Goup Dynamics at Plymouth for
of status or anything like that. We Kevin O'Connell, S.J., a native
two weeks and at LeHoy and San
try to combine structure with
Bostonian, with roots in Diego for three weeks.
informality, he explained, There's Roslindale. His Doctorate is in the
plenty of flexibility in this field of Semitic Languages (Near
He will visit his Dutch
Eastern tongues) and Old homeland in late August and will
system. We are here basically to
Testament. "We are a cerebral return to Boston College on
Summerthing, Boston Neighborhood Festival, commenced activities serve."
And thus begins the group,"Fr. Hamilton jested.
September Bth or 10th. He will
last week, bringing entertainment, arts and crafts to all of Boston's explanation of a creative chaplain
Over the past couple of years, celebrate Saturday night to wish
residential areas.
system here at Boston College Fr. O'Connell has been a visiting everyone well for the summer.
Mrs. Katherine D. Kane, the
In addition to these Summer School. The chaplains theology lecturer at B.C. He now This is the sort of informality
director of the program, outlined workshops, popular performances themselves come from a great has as chaplain a strong interest in which the young priests of the
the purposes of the festival: 1.) to by local and national stars, the diversity of backgrounds.
the adaptation of the B.C. liturgy chaplain's office feel is very
bring to all Boston residents, in Summerthing Festival will include
Fr. John Hamilton was born in to the needs of the summer important for the summer
their own communities, top films made in workshops by Hollywood, California ("at student.
student.
quality free performances which neighborhood teenagers, Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital
A former member of the
"The confessions schedule has
can ordinarily be seen only in Jazzwagonsand Dance mobiles.
to be exact," he adds with Strategic Air Command (SAC),
downtown central areas; and 2.)
Mrs. Kane emphasized that amusement). His field of expertise Fr. Don Sherpenski, S.J., also been cut," Fr. O'Connell added,
to assist and encourage Boston's Summerthing employs "is with non-Christian literature," ordained last May, is the third "But anyone can receive the
neighborhoods to plan and carry neighborhood residents and is that is to say, with classical Greek member of the chaplain's office. sacrament of penance at any time.
In his pre-Jesuit career with SAC, We are always at the availability
out their own cultural and artistic meant to open "new channels of and Latin.
hopefully
activities in the way best suited to communication which
On Tuesday of this week, Fr. Fr. Sherpenski flew with many a of students for confessions or for
year
will
continue
all
round."
neighborhood.."
Hamilton
received a fellowship nuclear bomb in those famous any other need." "Flexibility"
their
only hints at the range of
B-5 2 defense flights.
Mrs. Kane explained that the
which the summer
possibilities
Torrington,
His hometown is
Festival aims to increase
Connecticut, where he received a chaplains see open for themselves.
involvement in summer programs,
public school education, a most They have defined no boundaries
to support the many local artists
(continued from page 1)
to the limit of thekinds of service
valuable
asset on this campus. The
performers
and
who need
recognition and encouragement not accepted, however, and things constituting RYM as SDS and tall blond Jesuit will be studing at which they will do.
Temple University in the fall
and to provide exciting cultural became more confused until criticized both the non-WSA
Frs. Kevin, John and Don will
opportunities for children, Inter-organizational Secretary Boston group and the Joe Hill working for a masters in the provide the initiative for the
teenagers, and adults to develop Bernadine Dohrn said either that caucus, (the non-WSA group Phenomenologyof Religion.
immediate needs of the students
it was no longer possible to work from San Francisco state) for
their own creative abilities.
All three chaplains studied such as Mass, Penance, both
Summerthing is financed, Mrs. in the same organization with PL opposing the split. Neither group theology for three years at Weston individual and common, weddings
Kane went on, in part by the City or that the membership should had taken part in the original College, and are thus not strangers in St. Joseph's Chapel, as well as a
of Boston and by private decide if this was the case. More walkout and both had been to Boston.
baptism soon to be administered
corporations. These funds are than 300 RYM people then critical of RYM leadership. She
Regarding the operations of there, and of course the open
then dispersed by the Boston walked out into an adjoining claimed that their close contact the chaplains office itself, Fr. office in McElroy.
Foundation, Inc., a non-profit amphitheatre as WSA chanted "no with PL had caused them to O'Connell explains that "our
What all this means they have
split."
develop a masochistic attitude biggest attempt is to be
tax-exempt corporation.
creative
said
for us; "Diversity,
toward it?they now depended with the liturgy."
During the summer 1969, Mrs.
informality, and availability ..."
Two things indicate that the upon theiroppressor.
Kane added, the Festival will
walkout
was more or less
sponsor over 40 free mass
By evening a resolution was
spontaneous: 1.) very few RYM
audience events which will include people knew it was going to passed to expel PL and any other
makes no mention of black position and aritculate its
happen; and 2.) if it had indeed groups which did not support studies or open
admissions ideology, and as a result has
performances by the Boston
been plotted, the issues would black liberation and the demands. RYM decided to hold a usually been on the defensive. It
Ballet Company, the New African have been clearer, and there revolutionary governments of
Theatre, and many other events would have been much less North Vietnam, North Korea, September 26-28 demonstration knew that PL's approach was
in Chicago against the war, inadequate (no open admissions,
including performances in popular
Like many of the China, Cuba, and Albania. An
confusion.
coinciding with the conspiracy ignoring the family structure
music.
actions of the Klonsky national amendment offered by Ron
trial of eight involved in the when dealing with women's
Summerthing places special leadership,
it was staged in a very Bitten of the New England
year's liberation, etc.) but it could not
emphasis on workshops, Mrs.Kane
("We're walking regional staff stating that SDS's demonstrations at last
fashion
elitist
D
m
c
ratic
Convention.
Also agree on why. To some, WSA
way
in out?you have
c o
related, as an effective
to side with us or chief goal was to build an
which to encourage creative talent
passed by RYM was a program appeared to be the only group
them"), but it does not seem to industrial working class movement
in the residents of each have been the result of a centered around the point of that the U.S. accept a ten point with anything substantial to offer.
neighborhood and to instill in
program of the NLF if it has not Others chose to reject it. Since
pre-conceived strategy.
production was defeated, partially
done so by Nov. 8. The WSA recently stepped up its
children an increased sense of
call for unity by WSA was because people seemed to feel
The
attack upon the rest of SDS, the
self-respect and confidence in
not unexpected since PL has that this would obscure the conventions ended with claims of split became inevitable.
their own abilities.
found it tactically advantageous group's differences with PL-WSA.
victory by both sides, and press
to function as what it considers RYM then marched back into the conferences for the press, which
The best that can be hoped for
open
Positions are
at the
wing of a large umbrella other room. WSA yielded the both condemned.
the
left
from
the split is that the existence
Heights office for people to
PL's
alone
and
Bernadine
organization.
going
podium
organizations will allow
it
Dohrn
of
two
work on the features and news
Beyond the parliamentary each to work along its own lines,
will mean it will have no large announced PL's expulsion. PL,
staffs.
organization from which to however, did not leave;RYM did, games played at the convention,a withour constantly fighting the
Any summer students who
recruit
caucus and party members. taking approximately half of the much more real division existed at other. While it is unlikely that
are interested in reporting in
What
followed was two convention, while WSA stayed in the chapter level. In the Boston PL's line will change very much, if
these areas are requested to
conventions?WSA
broke down the Coliseum. Both asserted that area there had been for some time a shift from theoretical battling to
come to the Heights office on
into workshops to discuss the they were the SDS and elected
two virtually distinct movements the actual testing of ideas does
Monday night July 7 at 6 P.M.
under the same name. It was occur, many WSA members may
implications of the walkout while seperate sets of officers. Within
and make themselves known.
RYM the weatherman slate was inevitable that PL, which has seen find PL lacking and seek out a
in
the
RYM
convention
one
People are especiallyneeded
speaker would urge the body to victorious- Mark Rudd, Bill
itself as the vanguard party of the more encompassing theory of
to assist in the layout of the
Ayers, and Jeff Jones. WSA revolution, should attack all other social change. The New Left now
and
in
the
other
go
fight
back
paper on Tuesday nights.
room while the next would try to elected John Pennington (PL), tendencies as revisionist or right has an excellent opportunity to
It is not important that you
dispense with self-righteousness
articulate the principles around Alan Spector- both on New wing.
have had experience in either
England regional staff? and
which
PL
was
The
and
expelled.
elitism, and formulate a
field, as the main and most
On the other hand, the New serious program for developing a
Patricia
Forman (WSA).
night
ended
without
decision.
meaningful factor is that you
WSA passed several resolutions, Left has never been able to mass base towards the building of
On the fourth day Bernadine
are interested.
adequately consolidate its democraticsocialism.
Dohrn spoke strongly for notably one on racism which
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